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Let K(S ) be the subgroup of the extended mapping lass group,
Mod(S ), generated by Dehn twists about separating urves. In our earlier
paper, we showed that Comm(K(S )) 
= Aut(K(S )) 
= Mod(S ) when S is a
losed, onne ted, orientable surfa e of genus g  4. By modifying our original
proof, we show that the same result holds for g  3, thus on rming Farb's
onje ture in all ases (the statement is not true for g  2).
Abstra t.

The purpose of this note is to extend the results of our paper \Commensurations of
the Johnson kernel" to the lone remaining ase. We brie y review the notation and
basi ideas before explaining the improvement. We refer to reader to that paper
for further details [1℄.
Let S = Sg denote a losed, onne ted, orientable, surfa e of genus g, and let
Mod(S ) denote the extended mapping lass group (orientation reversing elements
are allowed). The Torelli group I (S ) is the subgroup of Mod(S ) onsisting of elements whi h a t trivially on H (S; Z), and the Johnson kernel K(S ) is the subgroup
of I (S ) generated by Dehn twists about separating urves.
1

The abstra t ommensurator of a group , denoted Comm( ), is the group of isomorphisms of nite index subgroups of (under omposition), with two su h isomorphisms equivalent if they agree on a nite index subgroup of . The produ t
of  : G ! H with : G0 ! H 0 is a map de ned on  (H \ G0 ).
1

We have the following theorem, whi h on rms a onje ture of Farb in all ases [2℄.
In the original paper, we stated and proved the theorem for g  4.
Theorem 1. Let g  3, and let G be either I (Sg ) or K(Sg ). We have
Comm(G) 
= Aut(G) 
= Mod(Sg ):
For g  5 and G = I (Sg ), Theorem 1 is due to Farb{Ivanov [3℄. M Carthy{Vautaw
proved that Aut(I (Sg )) 
= Mod(Sg ) for g  3 [5℄. Mess proved that I (S ) = K(S )
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is an in nitely generated free group, so Theorem 1 ertainly does not hold in this
ase [6℄. Also, it is a theorem of Dehn that I (S ) = 1.
1

Theorem 1 is a onsequen e of the following more general theorem.
Let g  3, let H be a nite index subgroup of either I (Sg ) or
Any inje tive homomorphism  : H ! I (Sg ) is indu ed by an element
f of Mod(Sg ) in the sense that (h) = fhf 1 for all h 2 H.
Theorem 2.

K(Sg ).

Theorem 2 has various orollaries. In parti ular, it follows that nite index subgroups of I (S ) and K(S ) are o-Hop an, and that nite index subgroups of I (S )
and K(S ) are hara teristi in I (S ) up to onjuga y.
Our basi method, following Ivanov, is to translate Theorem 2 into a question about
urve omplexes. The omplex of urves C (S ) is the omplex with verti es for isotopy lasses of simple losed urves in S and simpli es for disjointness. The omplex
of separating urves Cs (S ) is the sub omplex spanned by the separating urves. Finally, the Torelli omplex T (S ) has verti es for isotopy lasses of separating urves
and isotopy lasses of bounding pairs in S , and simpli es for disjointness.
A superinje tive map from one urve omplex to another is a map whi h preserves
disjointness and nondisjointness (superinje tive maps are easily seen to be simpli ial
and inje tive). Theorem 2 redu es to the following theorem.
Let g  3. Every superinje tive map
an element of Mod(Sg ).

Theorem 3.

Cs (Sg ) ! T (Sg ) is indu ed by

Let S = Sg , and let ? : Cs (S ) ! T (S ) be a superinje tive map; in the original
paper, ? is indu ed by an inje tive homomorphism  : H ! I (S ), where H is a
nite index subgroup of either I (S ) or K(S ). The goal is to show that ? is indu ed
by an element f of Mod(S ). It follows that f indu es , whi h gives Theorem 2.
A key idea for the argument in our original paper is that of a sharing pair. Suppose
that a and b are separating urves in S whi h bound genus 1 subsurfa es Sa and
Sb of S , respe tively. We say that a and b form a sharing pair for the urve if
S (Sa [ Sb ) is onne ted, and Sa \ Sb is an annulus whi h ontains the urve
. Note that is ne essarily nonseparating. The point is, if a map ? : Cs (S )
! Cs (S ) preserves sharing pairs, then we an extend ? to a map C (S ) ! C (S ):
the nonseparating urve shared by a and b maps to the nonseparating urve shared
by ? (a) and ? (b).
The basi outline of the proof of Theorem 3 is as follows.
(1) The image of ? lies in Cs (S ).
(2) The map ? preserves topologi al types of urves, and it remembers when
two urves are on the same side of a third urve.
(3) The map ? preserves sharing pairs.
(4) ? indu es a well-de ned superinje tive map ^? : C (S ) ! C (S ).
(5) By a theorem of Irmak, ^? , hen e ? , is indu ed by some f 2 Mod(S ) [4℄.
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All of the arguments in the original paper are valid in the ase of genus 3 ex ept
the argument for Step 3. In the remainder of this addendum, we explain how to
modify the proof of this step.
Step 3 above is Proposition 4.2 of the original paper, whi h is a straightforward
onsequen e of Steps 1 and 2 and of the following lemma, whi h is Lemma 4.1 in
the original paper. We restate the lemma (with the ase g = 3 added) and explain
how to modify the proof.
Lemma 4. Let g  3, and let a and b be urves in S = Sg whi h bound a genus 1
subsurfa e of S. Then a and b are a sharing pair if and only if there exist separating
urves w, x, y, and z in S with the following properties.








z bounds a genus 2 subsurfa e Sz of S
a and b are in Sz and interse t ea h other
x and y are disjoint
w interse ts z, but not a and not b
x interse ts a and z, but not b
y interse ts b and z, but not a

Note that we do not spe ify whether or not w interse ts x or y.
One dire tion of the proof of Lemma 4 works as stated in the original paper for
g  3. That is, if there exist urves w, x, y , and z with the given properties, then
a and b form a sharing pair.
It remains to show that, if a and b form a sharing pair in Sg for g  3, then we
an nd urves w, x, y, and z whi h satisfy the onditions of the lemma. The
idea from the original paper is shown in Figure 1. The reader will noti e that this
onstru tion is rather ompli ated, and does not give a useful on guration in S
in any obvious way.
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The original onstru tion of the urves w, x, y, and z .

The new idea is to give a simpler on guration that works for every genus g  3.
This new on guration is shown in Figure 2.
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The new onstru tion of the urves w, x, y, and z .

We remark that the on gurations in Figures 1 and 2 are di erent in an essential
way. For instan e, onsider the interse tion of the genus 1 subsurfa e bounded by
y and the genus 2 subsurfa e bounded by z ; in Figure 1, this interse tion is a disk,
whereas in Figure 2 it is an annulus. Perhaps more to the point, in Figure 1, ea h
of w, x, and y bounds of a genus 1 subsurfa e, whereas in Figure 2, the urve x
does not bound a genus 1 subsurfa e when g  4.
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